100% Confidence™ Early Childhood Education
Parkour Program

Overview:
American Parkour has put together a complete package of equipment, training, and curriculum
for early childhood physical education. Our 100% Confidence™ Line of equipment is designed
for small children to train in a safe environment learning balance, coordination, spatial
awareness and basic motor functions as well as a host of social development skills.

Kit Contents
Each kit consists of:
1- Trapezoid Vault: 48” Long by 22” Tall - Is Storage for Small Parts
2- MultiCubes 22” With Rail Attachments
1- 100% Confidence™ Balance Beam 8’ Long With Rubber Base
8- 100% Confidence™ Precision Trainers With Rubber Base
8- Lilypads - Shaped Rubber Jump Obstacles
1- 7’ Rail Connector
1- Gear Bag -with Owner’s Manual, Hex Wrench

Storage
This kit is made to stay in a classroom where the MultiCubes act as functional furniture which
children can sit on and become familiar with for every-day uses. The Trapezoid Vault Box has
built in storage compartments to hold the 100% Confidence Precision Trainers and the Lilypads.

(Colors for illustration purpose only)

The Versatile MultiCube
This unique cube design has a host of features that allow it to be used in a variety of ways,
creating endless possibilities for children to explore movement.
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A single Cube has a flat surface for climbing and beginner vaulting techniques
Cubes have a top lip to stack and hold firmly
Two Cubes can be aligned to make a longer vaulting surface
The Cubes each have two internal rail connectors for a variety of configurations
A Matter of Balance

Balance is one of the most important fundamental skills for a child to practice and develop. Our
100% Confidence™ Parkour Kit gives kids an unlimited number of ways to develop balance and
confidence safely and progressively.

Beginner balance progressions (from near to far):
1.
2.
3.
4.

Shaped rubber mats that are flat on the floor
Low profile Balance Beam
Precision Trainers in a beam configuration - leading to small gaps
Precision Trainers setup in a “stride” configuration

A raised balance progression from an 8” wide platform on top of a MultiCube to the top of the
Trapezoid Vault.

The Balance Beam and Rail can be used to create advanced balance challenges appropriate
for students with well developed sense of balance.

Endless Play
The obstacles can be arranged in a limitless array of configurations to create challenges and
opportunities for learning a variety of movements and attributes such as confidence, and setup
to play an infinite number of games, including the classic ‘ground is lava”. Story based
challenges engage children and make physical activity fun!

Parts Description / Detail
Parts are not shown with full detail in renderings.
48” Long 22” Tall Vault
- Durable Cabinet Quality Plywood Construction
- 4 Rubber Feet for non-skid stability
- Dual Internal Rail connector fittings
- Built in storage
- Smooth Carry handles on each end
- Finished with highest quality paint in APK Blue
22” MultiCube (X2)
- Durable Cabinet Quality Plywood Construction
- 12 Rubber Feet for three placement variations
- Dual Internal Rail connector fitting
- Top platform matches vault exactly
- Recessed end for stable connections
- Finished with highest quality paint in bright colors
8 Foot 100% Confidence™ Balance Beam
- Low-Profile Solid Wood Beam, re-milled for smooth surface
- Secondary platform for complete confidence
- Angled rubber base for enhanced grip on Vaults and Platforms
100% Confidence™ Precision Trainers (X8)
- Low-Profile Solid Wood Trainers
- Angled rubber base for complete non-skid stability
Lilypads - Shaped Rubber Jump Obstacles
- Solid rubber for extreme durability
- Multiple shapes are precision machined in USA
- Non-skid for safe jumping and running
Rail Kit and Connectors
- Steel Rail with paint finish
- Industrial strength galvanized steel connectors proven at APK Academies Nationwide
- Hex / Allen wrench included

Pricing and Delivery as of 9/20/2017
1-2 Kits
3-9 Kits
10-49 Kits
50-99 Kits
100+ Kits

$4,000 ea. - Delivers within 3-4 weeks
$3,750 ea. - Delivers within 5-6 weeks
$3,500 ea. - Up to 25 - Delivers within 12 weeks
$3,250 ea. - Discussion of Build Schedule Upon Request
$3,000 ea.- Discussion of Build Schedule Upon Request

Pricing through 9 kits includes delivery to individual schools within 150 miles of Washington DC
as long as we can schedule 4+ deliveries per day.
Price includes 3 Year warranty on defects and workmanship.
*We strongly recommend that each teacher take the American Parkour Academy Instructor
Certification Course.
We will work with you to acquire curriculums from currently active school districts. Custom
Curricula available for a consulting fee.
Pricing is valid for 90 days from above date. For current pricing please see contact info below.
About American Parkour
American Parkour (APK) was founded in 2005. A leader in spreading the discipline of Parkour,
APK is run on the values of respect for self, the environment, and others. We opened the first
Parkour gym in the world in 2006. Since then, APK Academy has grown to include 6 affiliates
nationwide, and has certified approximately 90 instructors around the globe. We have
successfully placed Parkour in DC Public Schools with active programs in 27 middle schools
and in Carroll County Maryland in 4 Schools. Our ongoing commitment to creating a positive
change through parkour drives us to constantly improve our curriculum and offerings.
For more information or to discuss custom configurations, please call or email.

Mark Toorock
Founder and President
American Parkour Company
219 M ST NW
Washington, DC 20001
1-844-4-PARKOUR
info@americanparkour.com

